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Abstract

Background: Colorectal cancer is the major cause of death worldwide. Recently, cancer immunotherapy has been used in cancer
prevention and treatment which has led to immune system response to cancerous cells and their elimination. Recent studies were
conducted to specifically target tumor marker to design vaccine.
Objectives: Here, we designed a vaccine chimeric including CEA and CA19-9 against colorectal cancer.
Methods: The construct was analyzed, using bioinformatics tools and servers. The physicochemical properties, structures, anti-
genicity, stability, MHC binding properties, and ligand-receptor docking of chimeric protein (CE-CA) were predicted.
Results: The results showed the structure of CE-CA has suitable form and separates each domain; furthermore, the epitope mapping
did not change after combination.
Conclusions: The results showed that the construct can be appropriate vaccine against colorectal cancer and could generate potent
immune response against this cancer. In silico tools are useful to design vaccine.
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1. Background

Colorectal cancer is considered a major gastrointesti-
nal. Colorectal cancer is the second cancer-related cause
of death after lung cancer around the world (1). Based on
the epidemiologic studies, each year 1 million new cases
are diagnosed with colorectal cancer and 500 000 patient
with cancer lose their life to the disease (2). The highest in-
cidence of colorectal cancer is reported in North America,
Australia, New Zealand, Europe, and Japan and the lowest
incidence is in South America, Asia, and Africa (3) .Colorec-
tal cancer has the third highest number of patients and is
the second reason cause of death due to cancer (4). Both
genders have equal chance of developing colorectal cancer
and the disease is mostly seen in elderly people. Approxi-
mately, 90% of cases are diagnosed after the age of 50; thus,
the target group for diagnostic assayed is this group (5).

Common treatment includes surgery, chemotherapy,
and radiotherapy, which in most cases are accompanied
by the regression of cancer and metastasis. Furthermore,

these treatment methods are considered invasive and haz-
ardous and are ineffective in prevention of metastasis.
Studies show that the immune system is capable against
cancer and can prevent metastasis if properly guided.
Thus, enhancing the immune system and introduction of
tumor associated antigens to the immune cells can greatly
affect the outcome of treatment (6). One of the methods
in boosting the immune system toward battling cancer is
the use of cancer vaccines, which has significantly gained
the interest of cancer researchers in the past few years.
The main goal of cancer immunotherapy is immune reor-
ganization and removal of cancer cells. Several research
studies showed that antigens expressed by tumor cells can
elicit specific cellular and humoral immune responses (7).
Antigen cancer vaccines are important in immunotherapy
consisting of cytotoxic T lymphocyte (CTL) epitopes from
tumor-specific antigens (TSAs) or tumor-associated anti-
gens (TAA) (8).

One of the major drawbacks in developing an effective
diagnosis method or treatment in colorectal cancer is lack
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of specific tumor marker. Most tumor markers in colorec-
tal cancer are genetic mutation that are detected through
the analysis of multiple genes, such as P53, Ras or mi-
crosatellite instability and assaying for loss of heterozygos-
ity long arm of chromosome 18 (9). The most commonly
used protein markers are carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA)
and CA19-9. Using each of these markers alone does not
provide sufficient evidence to conform or rule out cancer.
Usually both of these markers are used to provide reason-
able evidence from the status of cancer (10, 11). If a cancer
vaccine is to be developed against colorectal cancer, these
2 antigens need to be used. The proper choose of domains
of the antigens and constructing a new cancer antigen that
can stimulate the immune system against colorectal can-
cer cells have vital impact on the quality of the vaccine (12).
Thus, bioinformatics plays an important role in design and
development of a cancer vaccine. There are several cancer
vaccines that have been developed so far, among those, re-
garding colorectal cancer, CEA had the most application
(13). However CEA alone is not recognized as a specific col-
orectal cancer tumor associated antigen hence, using CEA
in combination with another vaccine candidate could in-
crease the specificity of the vaccine. In that regard, CA19-9
antigen comprises the appropriate characteristics of a vac-
cine candidate. CA19-9 is a cell-surface antigen that has a
significant expression increase in colorectal cancer, and it
has already been approved as a marker of colorectal cancer.
Thus, based on available data, these 2 antigens in combi-
nation can provide specificity for production of colorectal
cancer vaccine. In this study, using bioinformatics study,
we aim at designing a colorectal cancer vaccine based of
immune-dominant domains of CEA and CA19-9 proteins.

2. Methods

2.1. Domains Selection and Construct Design

CEA is a large antigen with a molecular weight of
180 kDa and it is significantly glycosylated; thus, approx-
imately 60% of the weight of complete protein with PTM
belongs to carbohydrates (14). Since most expression sys-
tems including simple Eukaryotes are unable to correctly
mimic the glycosylation pattern of mammals, chosen do-
mains need to have minimum glycosylation sites. Study
on CEA glycosylation pattern revealed that domains 1, 4,
5, and 7 with respectively 2, 4, 3, and 3 glycosylation sites
have less glycosylation among the proteins 7 domains. Do-
main 7 is located in the c-terminus of the proteins and,
therefore, it is less likely to be recognized and interacted
with the immune system components. Thus, domains 1, 4,
and 5 are chosen for production of final construct. These
domains contain the immunogenic sites and can fold in-
dependently to mimic the conformation of complete CEA.

Unlike CEA, CA19-9 is a much smaller protein with only 1 gly-
cosylation site. Hence, after the removal of firs 64 amino
acids that are either signal peptide or cytoplasmic domain,
the complete sequence was included in the final chimeric
construct. This chimeric construct includes domain 1 of
CEA attached to domains 4 and 5 via flexible Seine-Glycine
linker, which are, then, linked to the CA19-9 sequence by a
rigid linker to provide independent folding for each sec-
tion of protein. The construct was named CE-CA. The re-
lated sequences of major antigens colorectal cancer (CEA,
CA19-9) were obtained from Uniprot/Swiss-port and NCBI
(15). The sequences were submitted to the basic local align-
ment search tool (BLAST) to confidence that the selected se-
quences were conserved (16).

2.2. Antigenicity and Allergenicity Evaluation

APPLE and ALGPred servers were performed to analyze
the allergenicity of the construct from sequence derived
structural and physicochemical properties of the whole
protein. The accuracy of ALGPred could be over than 80%
by combined approaches (17). VaxiJen server was used to
the prediction of protective antigens, tumor antigens, and
subunit vaccines (18).

2.3. 3D structural Model Prediction

Since proper folding of the recombinant chimeric con-
struct have vital impact on the B-cell and T-cell immune re-
sponse, the construct needs to have similar folding com-
pared to the template proteins, namely CEA and CA19-9.
Analysis of the second and third structures were carried
out by GOR (19) and I-TASSER servers were, then, aligned
with both CEA and CA19-9 (20).

2.4. Homology Modeling

Homology modeling of chimeric protein was per-
formed by phyre2 (protein Homology/analogy Recogniza-
tion Engine V 2.0) server at (21).

2.5. Evaluation of Model Stability and Validation

3D structural stability of chimeric protein was ana-
lyzed by Swiss-pdbViewer software for energy minimiza-
tion and RAMPAGE server (22).

For Tertiary structure validation, ProSA server (23),
PROCHECK server (24), and ERRAT server (25) were used.
ProSA-web is a server to check 3D models of protein
structure for potential errors. The proSA-web z-score is
shown in a plot that contains the z-score of experimen-
tally determined protein structure in PDB. The residue-
by-residue stereo chemical qualities of protein structure
were validated, using Ramachandran plot obtained from
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PROCHECK. The ERRAT server is a protein structure verifi-
cation algorithm evaluating the statistics of non-bounded
interactions between different atom types compared to a
database of reliable high-resolution crystallography struc-
tures.

2.6. Analysis of mRNA

The secondary mRNA structure was predicted by
GeneBee (26) and mRNA resulted from both these se-
quences analyzed by mFold server (27).

2.7. Codon Optimization

The nucleotide sequence of the CE-CA construct was
optimized by Genscript Optimization Gene TM algorithm
(www.genescript.com, Piscataway.newjersy USA) based on
codon bias of E. coli (28).

2.8. Analysis of Physical and Chemical Properties of the CE-CA
Chimeric Protein

Physical and chemical properties were obtained using
the Expasy ProtParam (29). Physical and chemical proper-
ties included amino acid composition, molecular weight,
pI, Grand average of hydropathicity (GRAVY), solubility in
natural pH and pH ranging from 4 to 12, half-life and total
number of positive and negative residues in prokaryotic
and eukaryotic systems.

2.9. Solvent Accessibility Prediction

The prediction of protein solubility were performed by
Proso server (30) and SOLpro server (31).

2.10. Analysis of Conserved Domains and Protein Localization

Transmembrane and conserved domain were per-
formed, using DAS server (32). The amino acid conserva-
tion was determined by PRALINE server (33). Also, con-
served functional and structural amino acid were per-
formed by ConSurf server (34). The protein localiza-
tion was estimated, using CELLO server in eukaryotic and
prokaryotic system (35). The prediction of membrane pro-
tein topology and signal peptides were analyzed by OC-
TOPUS server (36). In addition, SignalP 4.1 server (37) pre-
dicted presence and location of signal peptide cleavage site
in amino acid sequence.

2.11. Prediction of B-Cell Epitopes

The linear B-cell epitopes were carried out by Bcepred
server, ABCpred server, and Bepipred servers. Discotope 1.2
(38-40) and SEPPA servers were used to predict discontinu-
ous B-cell epitopes (41). In addition, Ellipro server (42) was
used to predict both linear and discontinuous B-cell epi-
topes. Ellipro is a method that predicts epitopes based on
solvent accessibility and flexibility.

2.12. Prediction of Cleavage Sites

Proteasome cleavage sites of the chimeric protein were
predicted by Netchop 3.1 (43), MAPPP (44), and PCPS (45).
Peptides binding affinity to TAP protein was computed by
TAPPred (46).

2.13. Prediction of MHC Binding Peptides Affinity

The chimeric protein was analyzed for MHC binding
peptides. NetCTL (47), SYFPEITHI (48), and CTLpred (49)
were used for MHC-presented epitopes and MHC-specific
anchor and peptide motifs. NetMHC server (50) was used
to product a neural network prediction of binding affini-
ties for MHC.

2.14. Prediction of T-Cell Epitopes

For prediction of peptides from the antigenic sequence
binding with MHC class I, Propred-I (51) and nHLAPred
servers were used (52).

For prediction of peptides from the chimeric protein
binding with MHC classII HLApred (52), MHC2Pred (53) and
Propred were used (54).

2.15. Prediction of Post-Translational Modification

The prediction of N-glycosylation sites in chimeric pro-
tein was estimated by NetGlycate 1.0 (55) and NetNGlyc 1.0
servers (56). The prediction of O-glycosylation sites in this
protein was performed by YinOYang 1.2 (57) and NetOGly-
cate servers (58). Myristoylator server (59) was used for pre-
diction of N-terminal myristoylation site and 6 was esti-
mated for prediction of phosphorylation sites. Prediction
of potential c-terminal GPI-modification site was done by
GPI server (60).

3. Results

3.1. The Design and Construction of Chimeric Gene

Two fragments of proteins, 551 amino acids from CEA,
and CA19-9 of major colorectal cancer antigens were se-
lected. These antigens were selected as a chimeric struc-
ture. Seine-Glycine linker was designed to separate the do-
mains of CEA. Linkers consisting of EAAAK repeats were
used to separate the domains of CEA and CA19-9. It was
shown that helix formation can be stabilized by these link-
ers between different domains. Four repeated EAAAK se-
quences were introduced between 2 domains for more flex-
ibility and efficient separation. The EcoRI and HindIII re-
striction sites for cloning in prokaryotic vectors were suc-
cessfully introduced at the N- and C-terminal of sequences,
respectively. The arrangement of fragment junction and
linkers sites are shown in Figure 1A.
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Figure 1. A, Schematic Model of Construction; B, analysis of chimeric CE-CA protein secondary structure; C, prediction of 3D structure of chimeric protein (CE-CA) by I-TASSER
server. The result was viewed by Accelrys Discovery studio Visualizer 1.7 software.

3.2. Antigenicity and Allergenicity Evaluation

Antigen index by vaxiJen server for CEA, CA19-9, and
chimeric protein was 0.45, 0.40, and 0.48, respectively.
The allergenicity analyses by APPLE and ALGPred servers
showed the antigen as non-allergen.

3.3. Secondary Structure Prediction

The prediction of the secondary structure of the
chimeric protein was performed by GOR server. The re-
sults showed that total residue is 598, of which alpha
helix (15.38%), extended strand (24.25%), and random coil
(60.37%) are structural constituents of the chimeric pro-
tein. The secondary structure prediction of the chimeric
protein is shown in Figure 1B.

3.4. Homology Modeling

Phyre 2 employs the alignment of hidden Markov mod-
els via HH search to improve alignment accuracy and de-
tection rate. This model also incorporates Poing, a new ab
initio folding simulation to model regions of protein with
no detectable homology with known structures.

3.5. Tertiary Structure Prediction

I-TASSER server was used for the prediction of the ter-
tiary structure of protein. Tertiary prediction results of

the chimeric protein construction using I-TASSER showed
a protein with 4 domains attached together with a linker
(Figure 1C). The confidence score (C-score) for estimating
the quality of the predicted models is typically in the range
of -5 to 2. The C-score of models predicted by I-TASSER was -
1.48. The z-score of the input structure was within the range
of scores typically found for native protein of the similar
size. Also, the template modeling (TM) -score for this model
was 0.53 ± 0.15 and root-mean-square deviation (RMSD)
was 11.2±4. The tertiary structures of the chimeric protein
construct are shown in Figure 1C.

3.6. Evaluation of Model Stability and Validation

The quality and potential errors of 3D structure were
investigated by ERRAT server and ProSA-web. The z-score of
structure was -3.15 and the overall quality factor plot (ER-
RAT) of structure was 64.07%. The quality and potential er-
rors of 3D structure showed in Figures 2A, 2B, and 2C.

3.7. mRNA Structure Prediction

The secondary structure of mRNA was predicted using
mfold. The 5’ terminus of the gene was folded typically as
in all bacterial gene structures. The minimum free energy
for secondary structure formed by RNA molecules was pre-
dicted. All 42 structural elements obtained in this analysis
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Figure 2. A, Z-score Plot for 3D Structure of Chimeric Protein Displayed Using NMR Spectroscopy (Drak Blue) and X-Ray Crystallography (Light Blue); B, the plot showed local
model quality using plotting energies as a function of amino acids sequence position; C, The overall quality factor plot (ERRAT) of structure is 64.07%. The result of ERRAT plot
showed the region of the 3D structure that can be disproved at the 95% confidence level in gray lines and region of the 3D structure that can be disproved at the 99% level
displayed in black lines; D, Analysis of mRNA stability and start codon position in the structure and free energy details for mRNA structure by mfold server.

showed RNA Folding. The mRNA structure had a free en-
ergy of -527.74 kcal/mol and the first nucleotide at 5’ did not
have a long stable hairpin or pseudoknot (Figure 2D). The
data have shown that the mRNA was stable enough for effi-
cient translation in the new Host (Figure 2D).

3.8. Codon Optimization Analysis

Life technologies “Gene Optimizer” service is a gene op-
timization technology that can modify both recombinant
and naturally gene sequences to gain the highest conceiv-
able level of expression in any expression system. Both the
wild type and construct were analyzed for their codon bias
and GC content. The analysis of the sequence encoding,
the optimized chimeric construct, and wild type gene are
shown in Figures 3 - 5. The codon adaptation index (CAI) of
chimeric construct was 0.77, while that of wild type gene
was 0.66 (Figure 3). The percentage of codon having a fre-
quency distribution of 90 to 100 in wild chimeric gene
was 45% and 85% for E. coli and mus, respectively, which
was significantly improved to 95% for E. coli and 85% for
mus in the optimized gene sequence (Figure 3). The overall
GC content was reduced from 56.78 to 51.54, which should
increase the overall stability of mRNA from the synthetic

gene. Within the recombinant chimeric construct, splice
sites, polyadenylation signal, instability elements, and all
the cis-acting sites that may have a negative influence on
the expression rate, were removed. Furthermore, the nec-
essary restriction sites (EcoRI and HindIII) were at the end
of the sequence for cloning purpose.

3.9. Evaluation of Model Stability

The profile of energy minimization was calculated by
spdbv (Swiss-pdbviewer). The amount -23911.445 kcal/mol
indicated that the recombinant protein had acceptable sta-
bility compared to that of original structure of each do-
main. Additionally, the data obtained by Ramachandran
plot confirmed the structural stability of the protein (Fig-
ure 4).

3.10. Analysis of Physical and Chemical Properties of the CE-CA
Protein

The primary structure analysis of a chimeric protein
was performed using ProtParam software. The number of
amino acids was 598. The molecular weight of chimeric
protein was about 66.558 KDa. Isoelectric point (pI) was
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Figure 3. Analysis of the Sequence Encoding the Optimized Chimeric Construct and Wild Type Gene; A, codon adaptation index (CAI); B, percentage distribution of codons.

Figure 4. Evaluation of Model Stability Based on Ramachandran Plot Plot

Figure 5. The Results of Glycation Sites on the Chimeric Protein; NetGlycate (A) and YinOYang 1.2 (B).

8.38. The total numbers of negatively (Asp + Glu) and pos-
itively (Arg + Lys) charged residues were 53 and 57, respec-
tively. The half-life of this chimeric protein was 30 hours

(mammalian reticulocytes, in vitro), > 20 hours (yeast, in
vivo), and > 10 hours (Escherichia coli, in vivo). Instabil-
ity index was computed to be 43.97, thus the chimeric pro-
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tein as unstable. Aliphatic index of chimeric protein was
74.48. Extinction coefficient of chimeric protein at 280 nm
was 95855 M-1cm-1. The grand average of hydropathicity
(GRAVY) was -0.466.

3.11. Solvent Accessibility Prediction

Solvent accessibility prediction was estimated using
Proso server. The solvent accessibility distribution was
characterized, using the major hydrophobic and polarity
properties of residual patterns. These patterns identified
that the mean residue accessible surface area (ASA) has
given a high solvent accessibility value, approximately 50%
(Table 1).

In order to be confident about the lack of protein pre-
cipitant in cell during expression and solubility of pro-
tein, Proso server was used. According to the algorithm
of the server, scores above 0.5 are soluble form. The sol-
ubility score of chimeric protein was 0.842. Thus, the re-
sult showed that recombinant protein has a high solubil-
ity. The study of protein charge at pH (4 - 10) indicated that
protein in physiologic pH is stable and has a high solubil-
ity. The amount of protein charge was obtained by protein
calculator server (Table 1).

3.12. Analysis of Conserved Domains and Protein Localization

Prediction of subcellular localization: subcellular lo-
calization of CE-CA in prokaryotic and eukaryotic systems
was predicted by CELLO. The result of localization predic-
tion showed that chimeric protein as an extracellular pro-
tein in both prokaryotic and eukaryotic systems.

3.13. Prediction of B-Cell Epitopes

Different parameters such as hydrophobicity, flexibil-
ity, exterior accessibility, exposed surface, and antigenicity
were used to predict he chimeric protein epitopes. The epi-
topes located on the surface of the protein could interact
easily with antibodies. Bcepred software was used in dif-
ferent parameters including hydrophobicity, Antigenicity,
flexibility, accessibility, polarity, and exposed surface to de-
termine the continuous B-cell epitope (Table 2). The results
of this analysis included peptides and their correspond-
ing threshold scores. The higher the threshold score, the
higher the specificity and binding affinity. Discontinuous
B-cell epitopes were predicted by Ellipro software (Table 3).
The results of Ellipro software showed 6 set of discontinu-
ous B-Cell epitopes. Discotop server was used for the pre-
diction of conformational B-cell Epitopes (Table 4). Also,
SEPPA server was used for conformation B-cell epitope Pre-
diction.

3.14. Prediction of Cleavage Sites

The cleavage site on the construct protein was analyzed
by Net Chop server. The Net Chop server produced neu-
ral network predictions for cleavage sites of the human
proteasome. Number of cleavage site was 64 (data not
shown). The prediction of binding affinity of TAP binder in
chimeric protein was performed using TAPPred server. The
result of TAPPred showed 41 peptides have high binding
affinity and 171 peptides have intermediate binding affinity
to TAP protein.

3.15. Prediction of T-Cell Epitopes

CTLpred is a direct method for prediction of CTL epi-
topes. The score of CTLpred- Predicted epitopes are shown
in (Table 5).

NetCTL 1.2 is a server for prediction of CTL epitopes in
the chimeric protein sequence. Based on the prediction
methods, the scores were defined and thresholds were ex-
plained by using sensitivity and specificity of integrated
peptides value (Table 6).

3.16. Prediction of MHC Binding Peptide

The conserved peptide sequence with the highest bind-
ing score to MHC class I and II was predicted, using pro-
predI and propred servers, respectively (Tables 7 and 8). The
result of this servers showed that 14 MHC class I alleles and
19 MHC class II alleles were found to identify the common
T-cell epitopes.

3.17. Prediction of Post-Translational Modification

The 8 glycation sites on the chimeric protein have been
found (Figure 5). NetNGlys predicted 10 asparagine amino
acids at position (71,82,133,154,163,178,235,269,357,408) to be
N-glycosylated .YinOYang 1.2 predicted 12 glycation sites on
this protein. For N-terminal, myristoylation using myris-
toylator found no site. The result of NetPhos server showed
that 34 sites have phosphorylation. The result of GPI
showed no GPI lipid anchor site found in the sequence.

4. Discussion

Colorectal cancer is a leading cause of cancer-related
deaths all over the world (61). The success of any cancer vac-
cine depends on the selection of a suitable target antigen
and presentation pathway (62). No vaccine currently exists
to colorectal cancer. So, it is urgently needed to search for
finding an effective vaccine for colorectal cancer. Vaccina-
tion can stimulate the immune system and increase adap-
tive to a disease. Cellular immunity has an important role
in cancer vaccines (63, 64). Vaccine efficacy can be assessed
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Table 1. Accessible Surface Area (ASA) Calculation for CE-CA Protein Complex (A); the chart of Protein Charge Based on pH (B)

Probe radius POLAR Area/Energy APOLAR Area/Energy Total Area/Energy Number of Surface Atoms Number of Buried Atoms

1.400 10330.50 23621. 67 33952.17 3012 1683

Table 2. Continuous B-Cell Epitopes Predicted in Chimeric Protein by Bcepred Soft-
ware

Prediction Parameters Epitope Positions

Hydrophobicity 11-17, 36-45, 52-59, 97-104, 112-128, 131-145, 173-179,
203-209, 216-222, 279-293, 307-318, 395-411, 487-499,
543-551, 556-566.

Flexibility 33-42, 109-126, 128-135, 172-178, 268-275, 280-293,
327-339, 367-374, 429-435, 446-452, 472-478,
484-497, 526-532, 541-548, 553-563.

Accessibility 11-17, 32-45, 52-71, 81-87, 92-110, 131-143, 149-157,
170-182, 187-195, 199-205, 216-222, 224-235, 243-251,
257-265, 268-278, 287-296, 307-318, 331-349, 357-363,
383-389, 393-399, 405-415, 421-438, 443-455,
475-484, 486-500, 525-551, 553-577.

Turns 129-139, 160-166, 173-181, 203-210, 280-288, 370-376,
562-568, 590-598.

Exposed surface 333-344, 444-453, 489-499, 530-538, 540-550,
556-567.

Polarity 11-17, 33-44, 136-145, 289-295, 307-318, 322-328,
331-344, 381-393, 420-431, 478-501, 513-519, 531-538,
540-550, 555-577, 588-598.

Antigenic propensity 15-31, 44-52, 73-80, 85-97, 105-111, 164-174, 180-187,
190-197, 204-218, 232-241, 275-281, 294-300, 326-332,
349-357, 359-377, 417-426, 452-461, 512-530, 548-557.

with ability to induce CD8+ or CD4+ T cell. MHCI restric-
tion depends on CD8+ cytotoxic T-cells (CTL) and MHCII re-
striction with CD4+ helper T-cells (TH). Thus, B-cell and T-
cell epitopes mapping play a vital role in designing vac-
cines (65). For over a century, the role of immune system
in controlling cancer was ambiguous. The vaccine strate-
gies used against cancer depend on how well the target
antigens are defined (66). As recent advances in colorectal
cancer, tumor antigen identified specific molecular target
in colorectal cancer cells (67). These finding indicated how
immune responses are generated in patients with cancer.
The data help the development of new vaccine strategies.
Tumor-associated antigens (TAA) are proteins expressed
using cancer cells that can be defined based on recognition
by T cells (68). CEA and CA19-9 are 2 TAAs extensively stud-
ied in colorectal cancer. Thus, we selected CEA and CA19-9
proteins that play an important role in colorectal cancer.
In colorectal cancer, several antigens have been found over-
expressed, but not mutated. The most studied are CEA and
CA19-9 (69). CEA is a member of the immunoglobulin su-
perfamily and a useful target for vaccine (70). Several stud-
ies have shown that well-differentiated colorectal cancers
produced more CEA per gram of total protein. Recent stud-
ies showed that the CEA overexpressed in > 90% of colorec-

tal cancers and this antigen is weakly recognized by the
immune system (71). CA19-9 level was an important prog-
nostic factor for the recurrence of colorectal cancer. The
expression of CA19-9 has been described in colorectal can-
cer and increased in advanced stages of colorectal cancer
(72). The epitope is a part of the antigen that was identified
by the immune system. T-cell epitopes on the surface of an
antigen present cell (APC) and bound to major histocom-
patibility (MHC) molecules to induce immune response.
The identification of epitopes by T-cells and, then, the in-
duction of immune response have a main role in individ-
ual’s immune system. While the prediction of epitopes, in-
vestigation of the binding affinity of antigenic peptides to
the MHC molecules is the main aim (73).

The chimeric construct contains CEA- CA19-9 peptide
for expression in E. coli designed (Figure 1A). In order to de-
sign chimeric protein, we selected epitopes from residues
500 to 700 of CEA and amino acid residues130 to 400 of
CA19-9. The constructed chimeric protein requires appro-
priate linkers to bind protein domains. Linkers play a
critical role in displaying different domains of chimeric
protein; based on the linker containing EAAAk, repeats
were designed (Figure 1A). To improve the transcription ef-
ficiency and transcript stability and enhance recombinant
protein production, codon optimization was performed.
Codon adaptation index (CAI) was the major factor used
for a gene optimization, with a range of 0 to 1. An ide-
ally biased gene would be a CAI of 1.0, although no nat-
ural bacterial gene reaches this theoretical value. CAI in-
dex increased from 0.66 in the wild type gene to 0.77 in
chimeric optimized gene sequence, indicating that the op-
timized gene sequence could be expressed well (Figure 3).
The prediction of allergenic protein is important for mod-
ification of proteins in therapeutics. This result showed
that the chimeric protein was not allergen. By using Vax-
iJen server, immunogenicity of chimeric protein was pre-
dicted. Models derived include bacterial, viral, tumor, par-
asite, and fungal kingdoms. The accuracy rate of server
was between 70% to 97%. The solubility score of chimeric
protein was 0.842 showing this protein can be purified un-
der normal condition when expressed in E. coli. Messen-
ger RNA secondary has a major role in the protein expres-
sion. mfold is the software used for prediction of RNA sec-
ondary structure. The characterization of low ∆G and en-
ergy of the start codon could help ribosome binding and
translation initiation. All 42 structural have folding of the
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Table 3. Discontinuous B-Cell Epitopes Predicted in Chimeric Protein by Ellipro Software

No Residues Number of Residues Score

1 A:D405, A:V406, A:G407, A:N408, A:K409, A:T410, A:T411, A:F441, A:W442, A:G443, A:P444, A:P445, A:S446, A:K447, A:M448, A:Q449, A:K450, A:P451, A:V474, A:P476, A:G477, A:R478, A:M479,
A:R480, A:F482, A:D483, A:D484, A:L485, A:F486, A:R487, A:G488, A:E489, A:T490, A:G491, A:K492, A:D493, A:E495, A:K496, A:S497, A:H498, A:S499, A:W500, A:L501, A:S502, A:T503, A:G504,
A:W505, A:F506, A:T507, A:M508, A:V509, A:I510, A:A511, A:V512, A:E513, A:L514, A:C515, A:D516, A:H517, A:V518, A:H519, A:M523, A:V524, A:P525, A:P526, A:N527, A:C529, A:S530, A:Q531, A:R532,
A:P533, A:R534, A:L535, A:Q536, A:R537, A:M538, A:P539, A:Y540, A:H541, A:Y542, A:Y543, A:E544, A:P545, A:K546, A:G547, A:P548, A:D549, A:E550, A:I555, A:H565, A:H566, A:R567, A:F568, A:I569,
A:T570, A:E571, A:K572, A:R573, A:V574, A:F575, A:S576, A:S577, A:W578, A:A579, A:Q580, A:L581, A:Y582, A:G583, A:I584, A:T585, A:F586, A:S587, A:H588, A:P589, A:S590, A:W591, A:H593, A:H594,
A:H596, A:H597, A:H598

121 0.724

2 A:M1, A:K2, A:L3, A:T4, A:I5, A:E6, A:S7, A:T8, A:P9, A:F10, A:N11, A:V12, A:A13, A:E14, A:G15, A:K16, A:E17, A:L21, A:V22, A:H23, A:N24, A:L25, A:P26, A:Q27, A:H28, A:L29, A:F30, A:G31, A:Y32, A:S33, A:W34,
A:Y35, A:K36, A:G37, A:E38, A:R39, A:V40, A:D41, A:G42, A:N43, A:R44, A:Q45, A:I46, A:I47, A:G48, A:Y49, A:V50, A:I51, A:G52, A:T53, A:Q54, A:Q55, A:A56, A:T57, A:P58, A:G59, A:P60, A:A61, A:Y62, A:S63,
A:G64, A:R65, A:E66, A:I67, A:I68, A:Y69, A:P70, A:N71, A:A72, A:S73, A:L74, A:L75, A:I76, A:Q77, A:N78, A:I79, A:I80, A:Q81, A:N82, A:D83, A:T84, A:G85, A:F86, A:Y87, A:T88, A:L89, A:H90, A:V91, A:I92,
A:K93, A:S94, A:D95, A:L96, A:V97, A:N98, A:E99, A:E100, A:A101, A:T102, A:G103, A:Q104, A:F105, A:R106, A:V107, A:Y108, A:P109, A:E110, A:L111, A:G112, A:G113, A:G114, A:G115, A:S116, A:G117, A:G118,
A:G119, A:G120, A:S121, A:G122, A:G123

120 0.724

3 A:E139, A:D140, A:E141, A:A143, A:W159, A:W160, A:V161, A:N162, A:N163, A:Q164, A:S165, A:L166, A:P167, A:V168, A:S169, A:P170, A:R171, A:L172, A:Q173, A:T182, A:L183, A:L184, A:S185, A:V186, A:T187,
A:R188, A:N189, A:D190, A:V191, A:G192, A:P193, A:G197, A:G217, A:P218

34 0.691

4 A:A319, A:R338, A:P339, A:V340, A:N341, A:L342, A:L355, A:G356, A:N357, A:K358, A:T359, A:L360, A:P361, A:S362, A:R363, A:E38 16 0.657

5 A:L174, A:S175, A:N176, A:D177 4 0.634

6 A:F430, A:V431, A:N432, A:R433, A:T434, A:P435, A:V438, A:F439, A:I440 9 0.599

Table 4. The Prediction of Discontinuous Epitopes of Chimeric Protein by Discotop Server

Start and End
Position

Start and End
Position

Start and End
Position

Start and End
Position

Start and End
Position

Start and End
Position

Start and End
Position

Start and End
Position

Start and End
Position

27-9 69-10 232-10 344-12 441-13 480-12 503-8 537-18 587-14

38-21 81-16 233-10 345-16 442-9 481-14 504-8 547-23 588-12

39-13 82-14 243-14 346-13 443-8 482-18 516-10 548-21 589-10

40-11 94-10 244-16 347-11 444-10 483-14 517-10 549-20 590-15

41-13 95-9 255-12 360-10 445-12 484-13 520-17 550-17 591-14

42-15 133-14 256-12 399-11 446-20 485-15 521-23 551-22 592-12

43-20 134-14 257-11 400-12 447-16 486-15 522-15 552-17 593-9

44-15 135-16 258-12 405-19 448-17 487-15 523-20 553-23 594-8

50-12 151-15 259-13 406-13 449-18 488-14 524-16 555-19 595-8

51-8 152-15 260-13 407-10 450-19 489-10 525-16 556-14 596-8

52-6 154-16 262-14 408-16 451-20 490-19 526-9 557-13 597-11

53-8 163-12 285-15 409-18 452-16 491-22 527-8 558-20 598-12

54-13 164-10 286-16 410-20 453-12 492-17 528-8 559-16

55-14 165-10 287-19 411-18 454-12 493-18 529-9 560-21

56-16 166-11 288-11 427-17 470-11 494-15 530-9 561-21

57-14 167-11 289-18 428-15 473-20 495-14 531-15 562-20

58-10 175-12 338-13 429-11 474-21 496-13 532-10 563-18

59-15 176-12 339-16 430-7 476-26 497-13 533-13 564-18

60-12 189-13 340-18 431-10 477-25 498-15 534-14 565-18

67-10 205-14 341-13 432-14 478-24 499-17 535-20 566-21

68-7 218-15 342-13 433-16 479-18 500-13 536-16 567-27

Table 5. MHC Restriction of CTL Epitope Prediction by CTLpred Based on Artificial Neural Network in CE-CA

Peptide Rank Start Position Sequence Score MHC Restriction

1 30 FGYSWYKGE 1.000 HLA-B*2705, HLA- B*5301, HLA-Cw*0401, HLA-B*2703

2 164 QSLPVSPRL 1.000 HLA-Cw*0401, HLA-G

3 180 TLTLLSVTR 1.000 HLA-A24, HLA-Cw*0401, HLA-G

RNA construct at 37°C and the best structure had ∆G =
-527.74 kcal/mol. The data from mRNA structure predic-
tion showed that the mRNA was stable enough for efficient
translation in E. coli (Figure 2D).

The physicochemical parameters of chimeric protein
were analyzed by ProtParam software. The protein pI value
(8.38) showed that the protein has an acidic nature. Ex-
tinction coefficient of CE-CA at 280nm was high (95855

M-1cm-1). On the basic of instability index, expasy Prot-
Param classifies the chimeric protein as unstable (instabil-
ity index, 43.97). For chimeric protein, the grand average
of hydropath city (GRAVY) was -0.466. The low GRAVY index
of this chimeric protein infers that CE-CA could result in a
better interaction with water. GOR IV program was used for
secondary structural analysis. The very high coil structural
content of CE-CA (60.37%) was due to the rich content of
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Table 6. NetCTL-1.2 Predictions Using MHC Super Type A1.Threshold 0.750000; CE-CA Chimeric Protein, Number of MHC Ligands 16 Identified; Number of Peptides 590

Position Sequence aff aff-Rescale Cle Tap COMB

270 ITEKNSGLY 0.7720 3.2778 0.9000 2.9230 3.5590

206 HSDPVILNV 0.4673 1.9841 0.9763 -0.0510 2.1280

222 TISPSYTYY 0.4306 1.8283 0.9683 2.8830 2.1177

186 VTRNDVGPY 0.2312 0.9815 0.9291 3.0680 1.2743

394 MNDAPTTGY 0.2323 0.9863 0.9560 2.7750 1.2684

464 LVFPNMEAY 0.2112 0.8967 0.9660 3.1490 1.1991

513 ELCDHVHVY 0.2114 0.8975 0.9478 2.7960 1.1795

221 PTISPSYTY 0.1985 0.8428 0.9769 2.3530 1.1070

574 VFSSWAQLY 0.1730 0.7344 0.9341 3.2820 1.0386

242 AASNPPAQY 0.1604 0. 6809 0.9684 3.0940 0.9809

347 ITDGYVPIL 0.1699 0.7215 0.9633 0.8340 0.9077

534 RLQRMPYHY 0.1365 0.5796 0.9757 3.0110 0.8765

321 AKANEVFHY 0.1168 0.4960 0.9382 3.2890 0.8011

83 DTGFYTLHV 0.1573 0.6680 0.8121 -0.0450 0.7876

54 QQATPGPAY 0.1118 0.4747 0.9468 3.0400 0.7687

Table 7. The Result of Prediction for MHCI Epitopes by PropredI Server

No Epitope Sequence Position

1 LVHNLPQHL 21-29

2 IIYPNASLL 67-75

3 IQNDTGFYT 80-88

4 GQFRVYPEL 103-111

5 TCEPEIQNT 147-155

6 EPEIQNTTY 149-157

7 QNTTYLWWV 153-161

8 LLSVTRNDV 183-191

9 HSDPVILNV 206-214

10 ITEKNSGLY 270-278

11 PTTGYSADV 398-406

12 SLVRVIQRA 454-462

13 WLSTGWFTM 500-508

14 RVFSSWAQL 573-581

more flexible glycine and hydrophobic proline (Figure 1B).
The three-dimensional (3D) structure of proteins was of
major importance in functional properties of the protein
sequence. The three-dimensional model of the chimeric
protein was generated, using I- TASSER online software.
Our results showed that I- TASSER software can predict the
folds as well as good resolution model for our chimeric
protein (Figure 1C). RMSD and TM-score were used to eval-
uate the predicted models. The best RMSD value was the
result of our model on template, which consisted of 598
amino acids. Expected TM-score of 0.53±0.15 confirms the
correctness of the model. TM-score more than 0.5 shows an
accurate topological model. Its confidence was achieved
by Z-score and C-score. The Z-score indicates measures
the deviation of the total energy of the structure with re-
spect to an energy distribution derived from random con-
formations and overall model quality. For native protein,
Z-score outside a range characteristic indicate erroneous

Table 8. The Result of Prediction for MHCII Epitopes by Propred Server

No Epitope Sequence Position

1 FNVAEGKEV 10-18

2 LVHNLPQHL 21-29

3 YVIGTQQAT 49-57

4 IYPNASLL 67-75

5 FYTLHVIKS 86-93

6 WVNNQSLPV 160-168

7 YRPGVNLSL 230-238

8 YGSLRGRSR 329-337

9 YVPILGNKT 351-359

10 IVSSSSHLL 369-377

11 IRMNDAPTT 392-400

12 YRVVAHSSV 412-420

13 VFIFWGPP 438-446

14 VRVIQRAGL 456-464

15 FPNMEAYAV 466-474

16 FRGETGKDR 486-494

17 FTMVIAVEL 506-514

18 YGMVPPNYC 521-529

19 WAQLYGITF 578-586

structure. The results of ProSA-web showed that synthetic
chimeric protein has features, which are the characteris-
tic of native structures. In Ramachandran plot analysis,
the residues rate was 72.8% favored region, 18.1 % allowed,
and 9.1% in outlier region. Thus, based on Ramachandran
plot prediction, our chimeric structure showed desirable
protein stability. A negligible 7.4% of the residues were
in Ramachandran plot analysis to be in outliner region
that could probably be due to the presence of chimeric
junctions (Figure 4). Identification of B-cell epitopes is a
crucial step for satisfactory design of vaccines. B-cell epi-
topes are the specific region of an antigenic surface pro-
tein. On the basis of the structural prediction and solvent
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accessibility, B-cell epitopes for the chimeric protein could
be predicted. In order to predict B-cell epitopes, several
different method such as hydrophobicity method, acces-
sibility method, antigenicity method, flexibility method,
and secondary structure analysis have been developed. All
methods together were performed to obtain results good
enough to predict the B-cell epitopes. The results of the
most similar B-cell epitopes of this chimeric protein were
indicated in above table.

Glycosylation analysis showed that constructing has
high glycosylation sites. Glycosylation may decrease anti-
genicity and immunogenicity of the vaccine product. The
existence of myristoylation signal in N-terminal raises vac-
cine efficiency (Figure 3). Various methods were used
for B-cell epitope prediction. The results of prediction
showed that there are 14 consensuses MHC class I binding
regions and 19 consensus MHCII class binding regions in
the chimeric protein sequence (Tables 7 and 8). The pre-
diction of CTL epitopes in chimeric protein structure was
done by NETCTL server. This server showed that 16 MHC
ligands were identified in CE-CA protein (Table 6). The
CTLpred server showed the score of epitopes in chimeric
protein. The cutoff score was 0.51 (Table 5). NetMHC 3.4
server predicted peptide binding to different HLA alleles
by artificial neural networks (ANNs). Three same peptide
sequences with high log score were recognized as strong
MHB binder in CE-CA chimeric protein. All MHC binding
peptides were used for suitable immune response. Pro-
pred server predicted MHCII binding regions in antigenic
protein sequences. MHC class-II binding peptide predic-
tion in chimeric protein was performed by Propred server
and this server showed 57 alleles query in this protein (Ta-
ble 8).

4.1. Conclusions

In this study, we designed a novel chimeric vaccine for
cancer immunotherapy. Our results showed that epitopes
of the chimeric protein could induce B-cell and T-cell me-
diated immune responses, which are important for a pro-
tective vaccine against colorectal cancer.
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